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A Message from the President
I wonder how many of our members have been watching
the recent TV series of “Who Do You Think You Are?” If
you have there have been some very interesting stories
from Lisa McCune, Adam Goodes and others. However
the one that touched me most was that of Andrew
Denton.
His story started off in the normal fashion with him talking
to family, but at the end you were left with an
overwhelming feeling of despair at what happened to
some of his Jewish ancestors. The short story for those
who missed it was that some of his ancestors who did not
escape the Nazis were herded into rail wagons, (along
with millions of others of course) and, in this case,
shipped off to the Treblinka Extermination Camp which
was some 90 kilometres North East of Warsaw in Poland.
I knew that this place existed but was not aware until this
program that within a couple of hours of arriving on the
train those Jewish people had been murdered.
The story was told to Andrew by a survivor of the camp,
who was selected to sort the belongings of those
condemned to death. These were told that they were
going to have a “shower”. In this year when we
commemorate the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of
WW1 we should also remember the atrocities of WW2.
On a recent trip to England, Glenda and I caught a train
from London to Edinburgh, (well it was supposed to go to
Edinburgh, but that’s another story). The journey took us
through Coventry and up the west coast to Carlisle.

During the trip I could not help but notice that every
couple of kilometres or so there was a village or small
town. Not surprising, really, knowing the history of
England that in the early days it revolved around farming,
and hence many villages sprung up over many decades.
(Hence also our Ag. Labs. that we all have in our
families). What really surprised me was the fact that in
every town or village there were sometimes up to four or
five, and even more, church spires showing above the
housing.
This got me thinking about our endeavours to find out
about our ancestors.
With so many Churches,
Cathedrals etc. and the millions upon millions of records
that have been generated for Births, Baptisms, Marriages
and Deaths, it’s no wonder our efforts to trace these
records have sometimes been difficult, to say the least.
We are now, of course, in a far better position to obtain
records with so many being added daily to the online
search engines that we use for our research. Without
wishing to sound like a broken record, because I have
said this many times in the past, if you don’t find a record
at the first stab, keep looking. Chances are it will appear
one day.
Writing this I have been thinking about Roman Catholic
records, but that will be an article for another day.
Happy researching.
Peter Godfrey
President

WW I Prisoners
Documents about millions of soldiers and civilians captured during World War I are now
available free on the Prisoners of the First World War website, created by the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).
According to the ICRC, 90 percent of the five million cards on prisoners and 500,000 pages of
records associated with these cards are now searchable on the Prisoners of the First World
War website.

http://grandeguerre.icrc.org/
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WAGS PHOTO 2015
WAGS has proposed taking a photograph of all descendants of the entire contingent of the 11 th Battalion A.I.F. The
photo will be to commemorate the memory of those Australians, and would be taken on the one hundredth anniversary
of the photograph taken of the Battalion at Khufu (Cheops) Pyramid, Giza on 10 th January 1915.
The purpose of the event is to invite all families/descendants of the entire contingent to assemble on Saturday 10 th
January 2015 for a commemorative photograph, at a public venue at 1100 hours (the time of the original photo), and will
be an open public invitation.
If any member is connected to the 11th Battalion, or who knows some-one who is connected, please contact one of our
committee members to find out more; or visit the WAGS website at www.membership.wags.org.au, go down the page to
WAGS Cheops Grid Image and click on ‘Read more’, for a grid of the photo with each soldier numbered, to facilitate
identifying the 703 soldiers still unnamed.
Editor

A kangaroo in Egypt ?! 1914

“Between the Lines” Vol. 20, No. 1.

1914 War Poster
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Gordon Highlanders
This photo of the 7th Battalion (the Deeside Battalion) of the Gordon Highlanders depicts the 7th Gordons in the UK,
either in Scotland, leaving for Bedford in August 1914, or training in Bedford between August 1914 and May 1915. None
of them depict 7th Gordons actually in France.
This is another photo with many unknown soldiers in, if you think you can identify anyone please drop an email to this
address: jesper.ericsson@gordonhighlanders.com
Editor

ScotlandsPeople Update
Some quick facts and figures for the Soldiers' Wills on the ScotlandsPeople website
Here are some facts and figures about the Soldiers' Wills, which were launched on
the ScotlandsPeople website on Tuesday 27 May 2014.
 In total, there are 31,000 wills.
 26,000 of the wills are from the First World War.
 About 5,000 are from the Second World War.
 About 300 date from the Boer War, and a smaller number are from the Korean
War and other conflicts between 1857 and 1965.
 Almost all the wills were written by soldiers below officer rank, but some wills
for commissioned officers are also included in both world wars.
 There are wills of about 20% of the Scottish soldiers who died in the First
World War.
 85% of the First World War wills are of soldiers who died serving on the Western Front; about 9% at Gallipoli,
Salonika or the Middle East; the rest in Britain.
 The soldiers served in all the Scottish infantry and cavalry regiments, and also English and Welsh regiments.
 The percentages of surviving wills for the war dead of different regiments vary from 19% (King's Own Scottish
Borderers) to 37% (Scots Guards), partly depending on how soldiers made their wills.
Other corps that are represented are: Royal Artillery, Royal Army Medical Corps, Royal Army Service Corps, Machine
Gun Corps, Tank Corps, Labour Corps. Some wills are of soldiers who joined the Royal Flying Corps and the RAF in
the First World War.
Release of further 1861 Census enumeration book, and updated index for all census years!
A further 1861 Census enumeration book has been indexed and is now available to search on ScotlandsPeople! 15
pages for the Milton, Glasgow area have been made available for the first time. If you are looking for ancestors around
Glasgow, then be sure to search these new entries! You can also browse the entire new 1861 book using the advanced
search function with the advanced search query rdno:644 && rdsuffix:7 && enumdist:8. They have also updated
over 44,000 indexes for all census years. So if you’ve had trouble locating an ancestor in the census and believe their
name may have been mis-recorded, then you can try searching the new refreshed index.
New PDF feature for viewing multiple page documents
They have also added a new feature for viewing multi-page records (Wills & Testaments,
Soldiers’ Wills, and Coats of Arms), to allow you to download all pages as a PDF document.
This great new tool means that larger documents can be viewed, saved and printed as a single
document. To download a multi-page document as a PDF, click the blue 'Download as PDF'
button at the top right of the image viewer.
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Colonel Angelo (Part One)
Diane Oldman and Peter Conole
Most folk who settled in colonial Western Australia were
not to the manor born and lived staid or turbulent lives
according to social status and luck, whether good or bad.
There were exceptions, quite a few if truth be told, who
descended upon us with all the bells and whistles of
celebrity.
Some had exotic backgrounds and jawdropping connections, as did Colonel Edward Fox Angelo,
the subject of this series.
Available evidence disproves the idea that he was a scion
of the (non-existent) ‘ancient Calabrian family of
Tremamondo-Malevolti’. Neither was he the descendant
of an ‘old military family’ (1). The truth is much more
interesting and involves quite a lot of confusion and
conflicting genealogical data. The key family name
wanders between Angelo, Malevolti and Tremamondo.
The brief family history we give here is a mere summary
based on extensive examination of a valuable work from
the early 1900s and much online material. Only three key
sources for the data are listed in the notes (2).
Domenico Tremamondo of the town of Poggia (in Apulia,
the modern South Italian region of Puglia) was the father
of Giacomo Tremamondo, born about 1688. Giacomo –
called James in most sources – moved to the flourishing
port of Livorno in Tuscany, did well as a merchant and
married Catherine Angiola Malevolti there in December
1713. Livorno was called Leghorn by the English and
evolved into one of their major commercial centres. Many
British traders, mariners and scholars settled there or frequently visited the place
after it was recognised as a free and neutral
port in 1691(3).
Angelo the Swordsman

1808, rising to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the 3 rd
Bengal Cavalry regiment. He married Louisa Neate, the
daughter of a Napoleonic Wars officer. John retired in
1853 “after a brilliant career of forty five years during
which he served...in nearly every action in India, the
Punjab and Afghanistan under the most distinguished
captains (ie, generals) of the age...” He thus eluded
disaster in the Indian Mutiny, in which his old regiment
played a nasty and treacherous role. John passed away
at Dehra Dun in Bengal, March 29, 1860 (4).
His son Edward Fox Angelo was born at Karnal in Bengal
on December 14, 1836. It is likely - but not certain - that
he completed his education in England. The lad may have
been earmarked for a military career: he was commissioned as an Ensign in the 28th Regiment of Foot on his
18th birthday in late 1854. At the time the unit was on
active service in the Crimean War, in the Third Division
commanded by Sir Richard England.
Edward Angelo received a promotion to Lieutenant on
April 13, 1855 and arrived in the Crimea in August of that
year. He took part in the siege of Sevastopol and was
noted in a Medal Roll as being present on September 8.
He received the Crimea Medal with a clasp for Sevastopol
on October 22, 1855 and later the Turkish Crimea Medal
(5). The regiment – like the rest of the army – was in good
shape when the war came to a formal end in early 1856
(6).
As far as can be judged, that conflict seems
to have been the only one in which Edward
Angelo stood the test of combat. His list of
promotions included one to Captain by
exchange into the prestigious 1st Regiment
of Foot (the Scots Guards) on February 9,
1864. The regiment was serving in India at
the time and Edward spent many years
there.

Angelo Domenico Tremamondo (17161802), the first son of James and Catherine,
became a European celebrity by virtue of his
skill as a swordsman. He used local British
connections well and moved to England,
where he married Elizabeth Johnson and
founded teaching academies for swordsmanship and horse riding. He attracted
Royal patronage as a consequence and
some relatives followed him to the British
Isles. His brother Francis (or John) Xavier
Malevolti Tremamondo (born 1723) married
Francesca di Pescara at Livorno, but died at
Edinburgh in March 1805.

Edward was highly intelligent and seems to
have had a flair for military administration
and personnel management. As a result he
held a string of staff posts at various Indian
localities. The two critical ones on the available list were as follows: Deputy Assistant
Quartermaster General in the Sangor
District, 1871; Deputy Assistant Adjutant
General of the Oude Division (in Central
India), 1876.

The latter’s son Anthony Angelo Malevolti Tremamondo
(born 1747) married Elizabeth Bland in England and died
in London, October 1829. By then this highly successful
family had developed East India Company links and
numerous members made their mark in India during the
Age of Empire in the mercantile, military or administrative
fields.
One son of Anthony and Elizabeth eventually dropped two
of the family names and styled himself John Philip
Thomas Angelo. He was born in London on September
29, 1792 and embarked on a fine military career from
“Between the Lines” Vol. 20, No. 1.

Edward Angelo was promoted to Major on October 1,
1877. A few months later he retired from the army with
the honorary rank of Lieutenant Colonel on March 2, 1878
(7). We have no definite proof of his movements, but
Edward and his family may well have returned to England.
In India he had married Mary Colquhoun Fraser, the
daughter of a judge, in the late 1860s, and the couple
became the parents of eleven children, who were all born
in India or the Australian colonies (8).
Continued on next page
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Colonel Angelo (Part One) cont’d
Whatever his circumstances were after retirement Edward
was soon ‘back in harness’ on the far side of the world. In
1880 he received an appointment to the position of
Commandant of the colonial defence forces of Tasmania.
As one writer states: “It was a delicate time as his
predecessor ...had been fired for misappropriating a large
sum of his employer’s money”. Despite that the local
volunteers petitioned - without success - for the man to be
retained as their commander! (9). Edward Angelo seems
to have been disconcerted by the outdated equipment used by many of the
volunteers, and also noted that financial
issues had delayed the purchase of
guns for forts and the field artillery. His
stay in the colony was brief, but he
impressed both the local and London
authorities with an 1881 report on
defence issues published under his own
name.
On June 3, 1882 Edward was appointed
Commandant of the Western Australian
Defence Force.
He is listed as a
Lieutenant Colonel and, as seems to
have been the case with other WA
Commandants, the rank was substantive, at least at the
local level (10).
The colony needed an improved defence establishment,
both before and during his time in office. There had been
an international incident in 1876 when Fenian political
prisoners escaped with American help. The affair is too
well known to require further discussion. The Lacepede
Islands dispute in the same year, during which American
adventurers were forcibly ejected from the north-western
islands they claimed, was even more serious. It involved

military posturing and high level diplomacy before the
American President decided to back down in 1877. The
colony was in danger again when two ships manned by
Fenian activists left New York in 1881; one vessel was
meant to harry the WA coasts and shipping but the threat
evaporated, for unknown reasons (11).
During Edward’s time as Commandant there was another
war scare in 1885, an outcome of tension between Britain
and Russia over a possible push into Afghanistan by the
latter power. There was a flurry of mobilisation in all
Australian colonies but Colonel Angelo
was not impressed by the WA response.
He reported that the locals had limited
their activity to simply holding an extra
annual encampment. In addition, the
muster fell short by a factor of about
15%. Fortunately his military role meant
that he also operated as an Aide-deCamp to Governor Broome and he was
thus able to prevail upon His Excellency
to make suitable speeches and appeals
for action by the citizenry (12).
An interesting aspect of the situation
was that Edward had been appointed
Inspector and Field Officer of the Perth
Volunteers (probably both riflemen and artillery) in 1884,
so his disappointment a year later was understandable.
Of course it is also possible he devoted insufficient time
and energy into organising the men but as of February
1886 the whole business became irrelevant. Colonel
Angelo’s military career ended when he was appointed
Government Resident at Roebourne; the most difficult
years of his life and career were about to begin.
Read Colonel Angelo Part Two in the December BTL.

Notes
(1)
Australian Dictionary of Biography, Vol.7 (Melbourne University Press, 1979): Edward H. Angelo; West
Australian, November 17, 1902
(2)
Rev. Charles Swynerton, ‘The Angelo Family’, The Ancestor, Vol.VIII, January 1904, pp1-73; Genealogy.com:
Angelo (Giovanni Xavier Tremamondo), posted June 29, 2011; Wikipedia entry: Domenico Angelo
(3)
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1962 Edition), Vol 13, entry ‘Leghorn’, p877 – vastly superior content in comparison
with Wikipedia
(4)
Swynerton op cit, p60; Fortescue, J.W. A History of the British Army (MacMillan and Co, London, 1930), Vol 13,
pp250-253
(5)
The details of Edward’s military career given in the West Australian of November 17, 1902 are accurate. They are
confirmed by London Gazette entries from December 1854 to March 1878.
(6)
Fortescue, op cit, pp50 and 226
(7)
Mennell, Phillip The Dictionary of Australasian Biography (Hutchinson and Co, London, 1892), entry under
Angelo, Lieut. Col. Edward Fox
(8)
Ericson, R. (Compiler) Dictionary of Western Australians 1829-1914 (UWA Press, 1984), Vol.4, Part 1, A-K, p29
(9)
Nicholls, Bob The Colonial Volunteers (Allen and Unwin Australia Pty Ltd), p90
(10) Grant, J.R. Officers of the Western Australian Defence Force, 1861-1901 (John Burridge Military Antiques,1988),
p4
(11) Conole, P. ‘Pirates of the Stormy Coast’, Retired Police Officers Association of Western Australia Newsletter,
Vol.4 (August-September, 2013), pp4-6; Nicholls, op.cit, pp91-93
(12) Nicholls, op.cit, Chapter 8, passim

Those with money had plates made of pewter. Food with high acid content caused some of
the lead to leach onto the food, causing lead poisoning death. This happened most often with
tomatoes, so for the next 400 years or so, tomatoes were considered poisonous.
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The Horse Whisperer
Peter Conole
This writer’s grandfather Luke Conole was born at
Dartmoor in the west of Victoria on December 11, 1881.
He was the second son of Darby Conole and Keziah
O’Brien. Darby’s forebears can be traced back to Patrick
Conole and his wife Anne Pierce, who lived at Ennistymon
on the west coast of County Clare, Ireland in the early
1700s.
The family moved to Ballyvaughan in the north of the
county by about 1830. Darby Conole (1841-1917) was
the youngest son. He migrated from Ireland to the
Portland district of Victoria in 1863, probably because of a
family decision that he should go there and look after the
wife and offspring of his recently deceased colonial uncle,
Jeremiah. Darby worked for them and helped raise the
young folk, and was repaid later in life with the undying
gratitude and support of those relatives. He seems to
have received a largish sum of money from Ireland once
their future had been secured.
Darby married Keziah in 1879, became a storekeeper and
farmer at Dartmoor and was Deputy
Registrar there from 1886 until his death
in 1917. He also held other minor public
offices. Darby was well-educated, fluent
in English and Gaelic and had a strong
love of music – he played the Irish pipes
and probably the violin. It is no accident
that at least five of his descendants were
professional or semi-professional
musicians.
One became a minor
composer who secured a job as a
performer and conductor with the plush
Orient shipping line in the 1950s, and
several other family members were
talented amateurs.

(backed up by documentary evidence) that he broke with
the Catholic Church when a local priest strongly
questioned the propriety of his marriage to Agnes, who
was a staunch Presbyterian and refused to convert.
Luke joined the Western Australian Police Force as a
Probationary Constable in Perth on September 2, 1908.
After proving his suitability he was sworn in as a
Constable and transferred to Leonora on December 16,
1908. While based there he served with David Hunter, a
future Commissioner of Police and they became firm
friends. Luke had quite a reputation as a horseman and
really liked the creatures.
There is story about a
notoriously unruly horse named ‘Ginger’. The horse threw
Hunter and broke his arm. Luke then took over ‘Ginger’,
tamed him and used to put on displays of horse rearing
and other tricks for the crowd after local football matches.
The episode gained him Hunter’s respect.
Luke moved back to the city and served at Victoria Park
from January 6, 1911. While there Luke played a role in
investigating the notorious Woodlupine
murder, working closely with the famous
detective Henry Willoughby Mann. The
murderer was eventually arrested, convicted
and hanged. The case attracted national
attention.

Officer Conole was then transferred to
Katanning on July 12, 1911. While based at
that country town Luke secured the
conviction of a man named Eatt for manslaughter at nearby Kojonup in 1915. A little
later he and his boss Sergeant Buckland got
themselves into trouble. Luke was asked to
write a report about an aggressive and
abusive prisoner. He was too direct for
Darby was a notable community
comfort and included full verbal details, fourbenefactor and donated land to build the
letter words and all. The document would be
local church at Dartmoor, and later sent
of some interest to social historians, as it
money back to Ballyvaughan to restore
shows that the filthiest street language of
the church there after a major fire. There
today was used by the ‘lower orders’ in the
Luke and another officer
is a tradition that during the Victorian
early 1900’s. The District Inspector was
involved in the 1919 riots
recession of the 1890s he helped save
mortified - one did not put such crudities on
many families who owed him money by
paper in that era - and wrote a negative
‘going easy’ on their debts. Both he and his wife were personal report about Luke.
popular in the district, although Darby’s quirky sense of
humour and personal vanity (not to say arrogance) Luke moved to Fremantle on February 15, 1916, still
became part of local folklore. Amusing stories survive operating as a mounted trooper. He used to ride on patrol
about how he persisted in trying to marry his sons and from Fremantle out to Beaconsfield and other places
daughters into colonial gentry families around Portland which are now densely populated suburbs. In May 1919
and further east.
Luke was directly involved in the ‘battle of the Barricades’
in Fremantle when a vicious feud between two unions led
His second son Luke moved to Western Australia in 1901. to a direct confrontation with the Government of the day.
Luke is said to have found farm work too heavy, or maybe The Premier was nearly injured in one incident and there
he was affected by the lack of other employment during was fierce fighting at the wharves involving the use of
the recession. For the next few years he worked as a fists, clubs, batons, bayonets and missiles such as rocks
carpenter, and is known to have been employed as a and railway spikes. One rioter died of his injuries and
foreman in the final stages of the building of His Majesty’s many others were hurt. Of the police involved 35 were
Theatre in Perth in 1904. Luke was a very skilful wood injured, some quite badly.
carver right throughout his life. He also spent time in
South Australia; his wife Agnes Anderson was born at Luke was thrown from his horse and hurt his hip. He
Gawler in South Australia. There is a family tradition rejoined the fray a day or two later and broke his hand.
Continued on next page
“Between the Lines” Vol. 20, No. 1.
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The Horse Whisperer cont’d
The leg injury proved to be so serious he had to be
transferred from the mounted section to the foot police – a
heavy blow, as he had always been a superb ‘horse
whisperer’ and rider. He is pictured on previous page
(standing, and note his battered, bruised right hand) with
another weary mounted police veteran of the 1919
disturbances.
According to family lore, Luke took a long time to
recover from his injuries and remained in a depressed
state for years because of the termination of his mounted
service. He received a transfer to Perth on February 26,
1923 and was confirmed as a member of the Traffic
Branch on December 1, 1926. That was timely as
methods of controlling the huge increase in motor vehicle
usage were now being revamped and reformed by his old
friend David Hunter.
Luke was often on point duty, directing and managing
traffic.
He was nicknamed the ‘taxi-man’s darling’
because of his even-handed approach in a prolonged
dispute between taxi drivers and parlour car operators. In
the late 1920s he and another off-duty police officer had
the unpleasant job of investigating WA’s first fatal motorcycle crash. Luke is the one
smoking a cigarette in this
photograph.

partly owed his promotion to David Hunter, who was
Commissioner of Police from 1934. It comes as no
surprise to read of Luke being transferred to Kalgoorlie on
September 18, 1937. He had served in the metropolitan
area for many years. Luke’s wife and family did not go
with him, which was a standard sacrifice many police
officers had to make in those years in order to rise in rank.
His four children were now all married or embarking on
careers of their own and Agnes Conole needed to stay
with them in a supporting role.
Luke lived on a tight budget and forwarded most of his
pay to Perth; his children recalled in later years that they
and their mother never wanted for anything. In passing, it
is worth noting that he had moved heaven and earth to
acquire a Steinway piano for his musically gifted wife and
daughters in about 1916.
While based at Kalgoorlie Luke always came to Perth and
Fremantle for his annual leave to join his family; he was a
good-natured and popular man, especially with his in-laws
and grandchildren.
He took the younger ones on
numerous outings and, predictably, watching horse races
and equestrian Royal Show events were always on the
agenda.
In Kalgoorlie he was a
respected ‘elder’ of the
Police Force and won
promotion to 2nd Class
Sergeant on July 28, 1944.
Veterans of a later
generation spoke of him as
a fine police officer: fair and
capable, understanding with
his staff and good at passing
on knowledge. One future
police
superintendent
(Clifford Sherry) described
him as “one of the best old
coppers he ever served
with”.

Unfortunately, Luke also
blotted his copybook with
Police Commissioner Robert
Connell during these years.
From 1915 Luke was a
prominent member of the
Police Union. He was active
on the Executive Council of
the Union for many years
and served as VicePresident from 1925-1927
and again from 1931-32. During the late 1920s and early
1930s the Union argued with the Commissioner over the
promotional system and wage cuts during the Great
Depression. In his role as a leading spokesman Luke
appears to have been too tactless and blunt for his own
good. Connell is reported to have told him quietly that
“You will never be promoted to Sergeant while I am
Commissioner”.

Luke retired on December 11, 1946 and moved back to
Perth. Agnes died in 1951 and Luke’s health started to
fail soon afterwards. He was particularly close to his son
Frank, whose wife Gwendolen (nee Gregson) was very
fond of him and during his declining years he sometimes
stayed with them, and was looked after as well as
possible until his final illness.

After Robert Connell retired Luke was promoted to 3 rd
Class Sergeant as of September 1, 1937. Luke may have

Luke Conole died in a Dalkeith nursing home on
September 8, 1954.

The West Australian Archive Digital Editions.
Now available from home with your SLWA membership.
A digital archive edition of the West Australian Newspaper covering July 2004 until yesterday. It contains
the same content, editorial and photographic material that you’ll find in the printed version with the
exception of The West Magazine and commercial inserts which are not included.
Editor
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World War One Service Records in the UK National Archives
Part One - Women’s Service Records UK
Mary Temple
The Women’s Royal Naval Service – WRNS – or
Wrens was formed in 1917 and dispersed in 1919. It was
restored in 1939 and merged with the Royal Navy in 1993.
There are 5,000 records for Wrens in World War One and
they can be found in Collection ADM 336 for other ranks
and ADM 318 for officers.
Wren’s records contain full name, age and date of enrolment, character, period of service and where served,
name and address of next-of-kin and when discharged. It
will also say if mobile – in other words willing to work away
from home – or immobile and she wasn’t. The latter can
be found mainly in London or naval bases.
Officers’ records have varied documents such as letters
and official forms all concerned with service. It will contain
date and place of birth, marital status, trade or profession,
religion, physical description and the name of next-of-kin.
Some more information can be found in Collection
ADM 321.
There are some Women’s Army
Auxiliary Corps Records
among Collection AIR 80, but the
main will be found in Collection
WO 398. The Women’s Auxiliary
Corps was created in 1917 and
lasted until 1921, although after
April 1918 it became the
QMAAC, Queen Mary’s Army
Auxiliary Corps. When the
Women’s Royal Air Force was
created some women transferred
from WAAC to the new Service,
which is the reason for the
change of record collection from WO 398 to AIR 80 in
these cases.
7,000 records of women who served in the WAAC and the
QMAAC survived the fire after a bomb landed on the Army
Records Centre in 1940 and now can be found in the
National Archives. They have been carefully microfilmed
and digitised.
If you can find it, enrolment form wills include name, age,
address, marital status and parents’ nationality. Statement of service will include grade, as rank was called,
where serving, any promotions and the name and address
of next-of-kin. There could also be other documents in the
files, things like identification certificates, references from
employers, application forms, casualty forms for those
who served overseas, even a clothing history.
The Women’s Royal Air Force was created in 1917 and
lasted until 1920.
30,000 women volunteered and
Collection AIR 80 contains their records. Sadly no
records of officers survive. These records of their
enrolment and discharge can be found digitally in the
National Archives. The last surviving veteran of WWI from
any country was Florence Green nee Patterson, who was
a member of the WRAF.
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Records will contain the service women’s age, address,
religion, marital status, any dependants, details of next of
kin, statement of service and promotion, any transfers,
trade or profession, physical description and any
discharge details.
Queen Alexandra’s Royal Naval Nursing Service.
Records from 1894 to 1929. Collection ADM 104. These
are apparently large, varied files and have been digitised
by the National Archives. They include all from nurses to
medical officers, but the latter may well not have been
women.
Campaign medals from 1793 to 1949 can be found in
Collection ADM 171, but before 1884 these records
would be for male nurses. These obviously contain many
campaigns so it would be a good idea to know which
campaign you want!
The Queen Alexandra’s Imperial Military Nursing
Service, The Queen Alexandra’s Military Nursing
Service (Reserve) and The Territorial Force Nursing
Service. Their records are all in Collection WO 399
which date from 1902 -1922 and contain 15,000 records.
There are a few records from WW1 and up to 1939, but
not many.
These records give some interesting information, where
trained before the war and references as to suitability as a
military nurse. There were many of these brave souls
who went to the front to nurse the wounded in appalling
conditions.
Information includes the hospitals, field
ambulances, casualty clearing stations and any other
medical unit where served. Also confidential reports from
seniors, and discharge papers. How many of us could
face what those women faced. The records can be found
digitally in the National Archives.
Royal Air Force Nursing Service was established in
1918, but became Princess Mary’s Royal Air Force
Naval Service in 1923. These records are not publicly
available but next-of-kin would obtain a copy of a nurse’s
record. This website gives details for such a request
https://www.gov.uk/requests -for-personal-data-andservice-records
Collection PIN 26 includes some
nurses of all services who were
injured and/or disabled during
World War One.
The VADs or Voluntary Aid
Detachments were actually nonmilitary, but a volunteer aid
system. Trained by St John
Ambulance Brigade and Red Cross
they were mainly women whose
circumstances were better off.
VADs served in both World Wars in the UK and British
Empire countries. They were, as their title suggests,
Volunteers and a civilian organisation.
Continued on next page
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Here is some recent information from the State Library that might be of use to members.

Titles of digitised items that might interest family
and social history researchers
Search the State Library catalogue.
Use a title search (without adding the dates given
below).
Bridal Magazine 1932 – 1938 and 1949 (one issue)

Discoveries in Western Australia [cartographic
material] : from documents furnished to the Colonial
Office by J.S. Roe, Esqre. 1833
Souvenir of Bunbury, Western Australia. Bunbury :
Bunbury Herald Newspaper Co., 1904

Cecil Walkley postal history of Western Australia
collection, 1832-1912

Perth Boys' School magazine: 1913-1916, 1933-1934;

A collection of miscellaneous official documents relating
to the transportation of convicts to Australia, covering
the period 1810-1865 bound in 8 volumes

Plan of Perth (1871-72) [cartographic material] / Drawn
by Malcolm Jones from memory of J. E. Hammond.
1933

Boundaries of the registry districts (with map)
established under the provisions of the registration of
Birth, Deaths and Marriages Act, 1894 as existing on
19th May, 1904.

Eastern Goldfields business and professional directory
and ratepayers' gazetteer. 1900

Men of Western Australia, representative of the public,
professional, ecclesiastical, commercial and sporting life
of Western Australia as existent [sic] in the years 19361937
History of West Australia: a narrative of her past,
together with biographies of her leading men 1897

G.F. Witton's town and country directory of Western
Australia, 1897-1898 ; containing a complete residential,
business, professional and trades' directory of the
colony
Western Australian railways Eastern Railway - Perth
Station Yard [cartographic material] 1897
Land girl’s gazette 1943-1945

Return of convicts who have escaped from the colony,
and whose absconding has been notified to this office
between the 1st June, 1850, and the 31st of March,
1859

The Western Australian Railway Gazette 1900-1924 –
more to come soon

Cottesloe's finest residential land [cartographic material]

Cycloramic view of Perth 1892

Scarborough, North Beach [cartographic material]

Images of ships: search ship name in our catalogue

Royal Perth Yacht Club Registers (use keyword search)

To search within a digitised (print) resource: From the imaged page select the DOWNLOAD icon on the bottom lefthand-side for the screen. This will save the searchable PDF to your computer.
World War I Service Records cont’d.
Originally they served in UK hospitals etc., but with a
nursing shortage overseas they soon made themselves
useful there too. VADs include three well known names,
Agatha Christie the famous British author in WWI, Hattie
Jacques in WW2 and the American flyer Amelia Earhart in
WW1, who served in a hospital in Canada.
The original card index of the UK VADs can be found at
the British Red Cross Museum and Archives, 9
Grosvenor Crescent, London, SW1X 7EJ. They can be
contacted by email enquiry@redcross.org.
Give them as much information as you can so that they
have a better chance of finding your VAD.
Collection WO 372. The Index cards to Campaign
Medals in WWI also include British Nurses and others
who served in the various campaigns. They are digitised
and can be found on Ancestry and at the National
10

Archives. Nurses of all services who received the Royal
Red Cross Award from 1883 to 1994 can be found in
Collection WO 145, but these are not digitised yet so a
visit to Kew would be on the cards for this collection.
For the records that have been digitised by the National
Archives, when you have found the record click on the
name and the record can be downloaded for £3.30p. The
UK National Archives Catalogue “Discovery” is being
updated on September 1st this year.
Many of these women can be found in our Library in
“Forces War Records” on Computer One and more
information in “Find My Past” on Computer 2. There is
some other information on “Ancestry”. But a copy of a real
record straight from the National Archives is so much
more special.
Your nurse deserves it, she did her bit and she should
have her own story in our family trees.
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Photos of Women’s Services in WWI

Speakers’ Corner
In June Peter Godfrey gave a talk on trying to solve The
Riddle of Thomas Hatton, born before civil registration
and starting his search using censuses. He found two
possibles so did family trees on both of them. Peter
started with Thomas Hatton in Dover, going back nine
generations. He then looked at Hattons in London, where
the name was common, and with many parishes to look
at. Here he went back eight generations.
Peter’s conclusion is that Richard Hatton in London, who
married Sarah, is probably the correct line, but has not yet
been able to prove it.
Peter’s comments throughout his talk were to show how
hard it can be to find someone and how many false clues
we might follow. One thing he did warn of is that a date of
marriage might actually be the date shown on a Licence,
not the actual marriage date.
A very educational, as well as interesting, talk.
********************************
Audrey Holland gave us Why Convicts Were Brought
to Australia at July’s talk. The major reason that many
settlers wanted convicts sent to the Swan River Colony
was the lack of labour that was needed so that the colony
could move forward.
“Between the Lines” Vol. 20, No. 1.

The first convicts arrived in June 1850 regardless of
objections from other free settlers, and eventually 9,500
arrived, with most having the skills that were desperately
needed in the colony. Most stayed in the Colony and
many married local girls, widowed women and females
brought out on Bride Ships. Those who didn't marry often
lived lonely lives moving around, and died in bush camps
or Poor Houses established in Fremantle and Perth.
The majority of convicts worked hard and contributed
greatly to what we now know as Western Australia,
leaving many descendants to follow on.
*************************************
August’s talk was given by Wilma Mann on ‘Harnessing
Voices’, and explained her experience in organizing and
putting together this book. This was an excellent talk
covering all aspects of creating something from talks,
letters, documents and the memories of many people.
From her experience Wilma used her expertise to show
how we can do the same and, particularly, how important
it is to leave information about our own lives for future
generations, and some of the ways we can do this.
An informative and excellent talk.
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LIBRARY MATTERS

Welcome to New Members

Co-ordinator—Verna Nazzari
Library Opening Hours
Ground Floor, Lotteries House,
Civic Boulevard
Tuesday

1.00 pm—4.00 pm

Wednesday

10.00 am—1.00 pm

Friday

9.30 am—4.00 pm

Closed All Other Days and Public Holidays

Useful Websites
www.dundee-howff.info for A-Z of burials.1914
www.buckieheritage.org click on ‘Lost at Sea’ (from
1854-1985).
www.newbattleatwar.com for record of men from
Newbattle in WWI and WWII.

The Family History Society of Rockingham & Districts
Inc. would like to welcome our New Members:
Teresa Hill
Veronica De Vis
Iris Roberts

GOONS
from the Editor
On Wednesday 13th August I attended the
National Family History Week Mini Fair at the
State Library, to assist Ann Spiro on the Guild
of One Name Studies (GOONS) table.
The fair was very successful with many people
interested in all the different groups and their
products. Some of the groups were the Army
Museum of Western Australia, the Maritime
Museum, State Library, WAGS, National
Archives, with plenty of food and drink supplied by WAGS.

http://www.records.nsw.gov.au/state-archives/
preservation-work/conservation-tips for ways to repair
accidents to documents.
www.castlegarden.org - for US records before Ellis
Island.
If any of you come across an interesting site perhaps
you could let me know and I will put it in the next BTL so
that all of our members can benefit.
No new Accessions to report at this time

Please note that next June’s newsletter will
be themed on Gallipoli and D-Day.
Start thinking now about your story.
General Meetings
SPELL CHECKER
Eye halve a spelling checker
It came with my pea sea
It plainly Marques four my revue
Miss steaks eye kin knot sea.
Eye strike a key and type a word
And weight four it two say
Weather eye am wrong oar write
It shows me strait a weigh
As soon as a mist ache is maid
It nose bee fore two long
And eye can put the error rite
Its rare lea ever wrong.
Eye halve run this poem threw it
I am shore your pleased two no
Its letter perfect awl the weigh
My chequer tolled me sew.
Sent in by Diane Oldman
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All Members and non-members are welcome to attend
the General Meetings of the Society held every 1st
Saturday of the month in the 1st Floor Meeting Room,
Lotteries House, Civic Boulevard, Rockingham.
Guest Speakers for : October, November, December.

Oct. 4th

Nicholas Reynolds

Australians in the
First World War

Nov. 1st

Richard Offen

History of the
Swan River

Dec. 6th

Bill Ritchie and
Leon Daly

Christmas Quiz
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